PMS-RACKSYS

PMS-RACKSYS is a flexible 19“ rack system, which can be applied in many industrial fields. Here some examples:
 PLC: Programmable in IEC-61131 function blocks. All RACKSYS-boards are supplied with an IL interpreter
 Embedded System: Programmable in function blocks, flow charts, decision tables and C
 Test System: Programmed in Doors or MS-Excel. Visual Basic library routines sends test messages to RACKSYS.
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Example of an Industrial PLC in a Hybrid Drive for a Ship Engine
The RACKSYS system is used for the control of a ship engine. A diesel engine is here charging the PMS Lithium Ion
accumulator, which drives the electric motor for the propellars. In a habor the ship can then solely be driven electrical.
Step 1: Write the software design specification in for example MS-Word
Step 2: Write requirement specification in Doors or Excel. PMS can consult and support you in all development steps.

The PMS Universal Programming Studio (UPS) enables you to develop the control software for the complete
ship engine under one IDE. With this tool you have an easy and fast access to all intelligent RACKSYS boards,
where you can…
 Configurate all parts of the hard- and software of the ship engine
 Write all software in IEC-61131- Function Blocks, Flow Charts, Decision Tables, Instruction List (IL) and C.
 Flash, on-line-debug and -test your ship engine application
 Monitor all aspects of the ship engine with PMS Monitor
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How to Configurate Your Ship Engine Application
Step 3: Set up the CAN fieldbus structure of the ship engine control in PMS Universal Programming Studio by creating
new projects by using the templates of the RACKSYS boards.
Step 4: Configurate the IO boards, the StandOS operating system, the diagnosis and the error memory with the PMS
Configurators

The PMS Arcon Configurator tool can configure all IOs of the RACKSYS boards. In the shown example a
digital input can be configured to be either a …
* Digital input
* AB encoder input
* PWM input
* ABC encoder input
* Clock input
All input data, the digital true/false, cycle time, duty cycle, clock frequency and AB and ABC timings
are then available as diagnostic data on the CAN-Bus and the Bitbus on the backplane.
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Write and Debug your Application Software in the Graphical Editor
Step 5: Write the control software in the IEC-61131-Function Block Editor PMS-FB2, in Flow Chart with PMS-FC2, in
Decision Tables with PMS-DT2 and/or in C.

In the IEC-61131 Function Block Editor PMS-FB2 you can simply draw all Simatic S5 Functions from the toolbox
into your working area. There you just connect them as needed. In the example shown all S5 functions were
drawn from the toolbox.
In the second function block program „WeightAndFill“ the former function block program „CounterDir“ is called,
together with the S5 function „LessOrEqual“. All S5 functions are written in C, but could also be written in flow
chart or in decision table.
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Flash, Debug and Test Your Application
Step 6: Generate either binary Intel-Hex-Code with Keil-ARM or Segger-Debuggers and Flash the RACKSYS boards –
or – Generate IL interpreter code and download the application without the need of ARM or Segger tools.
Step 7: Debug your control application

In all graphical editors from PMS you can debug your software with single step, breakpoints and watch
windows. When you are single stepping in a function block and you for example are stepping into a flow chart
program, the flow chart editor PMS-FC2 will automatically open and close again, when you have stepped
through your flow chart.
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Test your Application with PMS AutoSAR Tester
Step 8: The last step of the development is a throughly test.

All requirements can be tested with the PMS AutoSAR Tester. The test specification from Doors or MS-Excel is
exported to the PMS AutoSAR Tester, where it can be single stepped, run in full-speed or run animated in a
setable speed. When running animated or in single step, each step is marked on the screen. Test results are
directly entered into the Table under „Actual results“. Also the Passed/Failed information is entered by the
AutoSAR Tester. In the column „Test procedures“ you can see the PMS Visual Basic routines, which send
diagnostic CAN messages to the RACKSYS system to control the testing. Finally an error tree shows all failed
tests in red color. The tree is green, when no failed tests are registered.
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Proccess Monitoring and Control
Last not least step: Process monitoring and control throughout the lifetime of the ship engine

For a constant monitoring and control of the ship engine a SCADA application is unavoidable. PMS can consult
and support you with this task. When an additional local monitoring and control is needed or when the ship is
too small for a big SCADA system, PMS has an alternative: PMS Monitor.
PMS Monitor features analog displays, oscilloscopes, shift registers and bar displays. All data of the
RACKSYS boards can be read or written via the diagnostic features of the RACKSYS system and then be
displayed on PMS Monitor. Also the DTC error memories on the RACKSYS boards can be displayed on the
text boxes of PMS Monitor. All alarms will be displayed immediately on the PMS Monitor screen.
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